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Seeking a position as a transport operator, transporting a high velocity of military 
vehicles for convoy missions within the combat zone.Experienced employee 
seeking to utilize acquired skills. 

MAY 1997 – FEBRUARY 2000
88M MOTOR TRANSPORT OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Operated ocean liner vessel equipment.
 Created load plans for air shipment and ocean liner vessels.
 Operated and maintained all types and sizes of winches, cranes and forklifts.
 Performed a variety of training during drills, to include convoy operations, 

vehicle and equipment maintenance, re-certification for current licenses, drivers
defense courses, land navigation training and field training exorcises.

 Responded to multiple security emergencies operations.
 Documented employees military drivers licenses, accident avoidance classes, 

and civilian drivers licenses.
 Preformed routine vehicle maintenance and repairs for 7 different types of 

vehicles.

1994 – 1997
88M MOTOR TRANSPORT OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Completed a tour of duty in Operation Desert Storm, in Kuwait.
 Performed full range of multiple military duties necessary to complete the 

mission on a day-to-day basis.
 Observes, monitors and reports any and all incidents and suspicious activities in

a timely fashion.
 Able to work independently as well as collaboratively within a team 

environment.
 Responsible for reporting to monthly drills and two week Annual Training (AT) 

periods throughout service time.
 Corrected or reports all vehicle deficiencies, supported mechanics where 

necessary.
 Assisted dryer operator in covering carts with a sheet and ensure that there are 

enough empty carts for the day.

EDUCATION

Diploma - January 2007(Young Harris College - Young Harris, GA)
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SKILLS

Customer services, Good driving skills, Pallet.
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